Old Field
Old Field habitat usually represents a
transition between productive Agricultural
Field and Shrubland. As such, this habitat is
mostly found in post-agricultural settings. It
can occur temporarily during a field’s return
to forest after abandonment or can be
consciously maintained as part of a
landscaping plan.
Old Field is most easily identified in late
summer/autumn, when the knee to hip high
vegetation is ablaze with the yellow flowers
of a variety of goldenrod species and/or the
white and light blue flowers of upland asters.
Early in the season, identification of Old Field
habitat requires a more discerning botanical
eye. The goldenrod and aster shoots are
present, but easily overlooked as the eye
gets drawn to the earlier flowering plants.
Later in the season, Old Field habitat turns
tan-colored and dead vegetation might
remain standing upright long into the winter.
In spring, old fields green up noticeably later
than pastures and hay fields.
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Where do you find it?
Old fields occur throughout Columbia
County, but tend to be most common in the
Foothills and Low Taconics, where much
farmland was abandoned within the last
century. The habitat is not often found on
prime agricultural soils, because these soils
tend to still be actively farmed. A notable
exception is the Old Field habitat maintained
for scenic purposes on the high terrace along
the Hudson River. Old Fields are also rarely
found on rocky and steep sites which either
have never been cleared for agriculture or
were abandoned very soon after clearing
and have long since grown back into forest.
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Where & When to
Visit
Examples of Old Field habitats are found at
many public locations, especially at the
Greenport Conservation Area and Harrier Hill,
but also at Olana, Roe Jan Park, as well as
Hand Hollow, Schor, Ooms, and Drowned
Land Swamp Conservation Areas. They can be
visited year round, but are most colorful and
alive in late August and through September,
when most Old Field plants are in bloom and
insect activity is at its peak.

Characteristic Organisms
Old Field is dominated by goldenrods,
especially Canada (defined broadly), Grassleaved, Wrinkle-leaved, and to a lesser
degree, Smooth and Early Goldenrod. It is
important to be aware of the fact that all
these goldenrod species are native to our
area, although Canada Goldenrod is often
referred to as an “invasive” species, because
it rapidly spreads by rhizomes and can be
very assertive.
The goldenrods are usually accompanied by
a variety of asters (who sometimes almost
replace it), Common Milkweed, Common
Bedstraw, Fleabane, European grasses
(Orchard, Sweet-vernal, and Timothy) and
legumes (especially Hop Clover and
Birdsfoot-Trefoil), as well as many other
meadow plants, including the introduced
Wild Carrot, Common St. John’s-wort, and
Common Cinquefoil. Grey-twig Dogwood is
also a common component of old fields that
are occasionally brush-hogged.

Mound-building ants, which don’t occur in
the more frequently disturbed upland
meadow habitats, often inhabit Old Field.
Their mounds can range in size from small, 1’
wide by .5’ high structures to something
more than 3’ in width and 1.5’ high. Ants
often clear a circle of vegetation around the
nest, making for almost a moat and castle
appearance. The most common ant in our
old fields, Somewhat Silky Ant (Formica
subsericea) is a maker of modest mounds;
those mounds are regularly enslaved by
other species of Formica ants.
A mound of Formica
subsericea ants.
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Many butterflies visit flowers in Old Field
habitat as adults, even if their eggs were laid
on tree leaves and they had spent their
caterpillar phase in the forest canopy.
However, the common butterflies of Old
Field tend to be those whose caterpillars
feed on common field plants, such as Pearl
Crescent (asters), Cabbage White (mustards),
and Clouded Sulphur and Eastern-tailed Blue
(legumes).
Dragonflies are surprisingly abundant and
diverse in the Old Field habitat, although,
given their aquatic larvae, none of these
species are reproducing in fields.
Nonetheless, a set of species are regularly
seen hunting in or near old fields. These
include the late-summer darner swarms
seen dancing above a variety of different
field types. As the common name suggests,
red meadowhawks (usually Ruby
Meadowhawks in our area) are frequently
seen afield, together with Halloween and
Calico Pennants. Although again, none of
these are uniquely abundant in old fields.
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Common Old Field butterflies and dragonflies
clockwise from top left: Halloween Pennant; Pearl
Crescent; Clouded Sulphur and Cabbage White

Distinguishing the
Habitat
In comparison to the similar Pasture and
Mature Hayfield, the Old Field habitat tends
to have fewer grasses, a lot more goldenrods
and asters, and often include some woody
species. Once woody plants begin to shade
out the goldenrods and asters, Old Field
transitions to Shrubland. These
classifications are not always clear-cut and
one can observe fields in various stages of
these successional transitions.
Wet Meadow and Dry Meadow are similar
habitats found in wetter and dryer soil than
Old Field, and can both also have abundant
goldenrods and asters, although of different
species. Please see the descriptions of those
habitats for details on how to distinguish
them from Goldenrod-dominated Old Field.
Variations in soil conditions within a field can
result in these habitats being present within
the same field.

What is ecologically special about this
habitat?
Old Field has a higher plant diversity and
percentage of native plants than Pastures
and Hay Field. This makes them generally
better habitat for native insects, many of
which depend on native plants for food. One
famous example is the monarch butterfly
whose caterpillars feed on milkweeds. This
butterfly used to be common in Old Field
and a few years ago, we would have
classified it as the most characteristic
butterfly of this habitat. However, the
monarchs have declined rapidly, and we now
consider ourselves lucky if we see a few of
them each summer.
Because Old Field usually doesn’t get mowed
until late in the season, most of the plants
are able to flower and set seed. Flower
visitors include honey bees and native bees,
including the prominent bumble bees. Birds
and small mammals feed on the seeds. Also,
because Old Field is physically quite
undisturbed (as compared to Pasture and
Hay Field), it provides good shelter for many
creatures, large and small, including the
mound-building ants mentioned above. In
late summer, these fields buzz and chirp with
the calls of crickets, grasshoppers and
katydids. Maturing Black and Yellow Garden
Spiders begin to establish their
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prominent orb webs. Meadow Voles can
abound in well-thatched old fields and
attract four-legged predators, as well as birds
of prey, such as the Red-tailed Hawk and an
occasional Northern Harrier. Deer feed and
bed in old fields, Red-winged Blackbirds
regularly nest there, and Gold Finches and
several species of sparrows forage for seeds
in Old Field.

The Monarch Butterfly and its Caterpillar,
who feeds on Common Milkweed.
Old Field can host rarer butterflies, such as
various hairstreaks and wetland skippers,
when the appropriate caterpillar habitat is
nearby. Grassier Old Fields can see modest
numbers of our grass skippers, such as the
Peck’s, Tawny-edged, and Three Witches
(i.e., the Little Glassywing, Northern Broken
Dash, Dun). Fritillaries and Swallowtails
regularly make conspicuous appearances.
Although Old Field has a decent diversity
(and abundance) of native plants, most of its
native species are relatively common.
Exceptions are the regionally rare Raggedfringed Orchid and Showy Goldenrod, which
we sometimes find in Old Field, although
they are both more commonly associated
with Dry Meadow.

Old Field History
Old fields are just that – fields that have aged
and where the intensity of use and
management have declined. As a result, the
vegetation has developed away from the
crops, pasture or hay that originally were
their reason for being. The vegetation that
then appears depends upon a variety of
factors: type of land use prior to
abandonment, the soils and physical
characteristics of the site, ecological
happenstance (such as, which nearby plants
were having a dandy seeding year), and the
type of management that occurred after
initial abandonment. We can hardly claim to
understand how all these factors combine to
produce a particular old-field flora.
Under certain conditions, the old field stage
is very transitory, with shrubs and trees
quickly following abandonment. In other
situations, it may be that old fields
dominated by the likes of goldenrod
maintain themselves for many years without
any additional intervention: Michael Kudish,
Catskill historian and botanist, knows of
goldenrod fields that have apparently
remained uncut but open for a century or
more; we have heard tell of goldenrod fields
in this County that have apparently stayed
open for a decade or more with no cutting.

Looking north from rocks above New Concord
Road. Photo taken by Rogers McVaugh in 1935,
a time when many pastures were being
abandoned.

An illustration from Ellis’s 1878 History of
Columbia County. Note the tall vegetation in
the foreground – an Old Field in the making?
It is likely, however, that the most common
origin of old fields in our area is from fields
whose agricultural management was
abandoned but which continue to receive
periodic, often semi-annual, cutting for
aesthetic reasons. Not uncommonly, there
appears to be an initial delay in the reinitiation of cutting with the result that some
woody vegetation (for example, Grey
Dogwood, Multiflora Rose, Poison Ivy,
Raspberries) becomes established and
remains as a low but persistent component
of the vegetation.
Interestingly, while our field flora has
received a huge influx of non-native plants,
many of the plant species which reportedly
occurred in the old fields of Native
Americans (such fields probably arose as a
relatively short-term stage of their rotational
clearing of agricultural fields and, also at
least in the earlier colonial period, when
disease and displacement caused village
abandonment) are familiar parts of today’s
old fields. These plants include Indian Hemp,
strawberries, sumac, raspberries and
blackberries. Although all of our goldenrods
are also native, their role in these early fields
is less clear, and Native Americans probably
encouraged a succession that favored berryand fiber-producing plants.

Perspectives on Old Field Habitat
The Old Field habitat was generally well-liked
in our habitat surveys, at least from a
distance. It was rated particularly highly for
perceived peacefulness, and elicited
descriptions such as “calming,” “tranquil,”
“solace,” and “a place to venture back to.”
For some who followed us into the midst of
an Old Field during a Walking the Living Land
outing, it was also a peaceful place. One
person explained, “the peacefulness was
influenced not just by scenic views, but also
the variety of colors, textures and light.”
Another participant felt similarly: “I think it
was a more joyful place than the other
habitats we visited, with all of the colors, the
butterflies and birds, the breeze and the lack
of bugs.” However, several remarked on the
discomfort of walking into such a mess of
vegetation: “There's prickers and you can't
see where you're stepping… a very pretty
place to be, but not the best place to go
walking through.”
Most people in both viewing and entering
this habitat also keyed in on a perceived
ecological richness and diversity of species –
an impression supported by the ecological
surveys of old fields. Wildflowers, birds and
butterflies were the kinds of species most
frequently identified by participants as being
associated with this habitat.

As Habitat for Game Birds
“Turkeys don’t like high grass,” explained one
hunter as we talked about fields. For game
birds like pheasants, however, tall vegetation is
ideal, according to a hunter who actively
manages his fields for such birds. “I only cut
the fields once a year, because you have to let
stuff grow. The birds need cover; they want a
roof over their head. If it’s just a grass field, in
the first minor snowstorm all of the cover is
knocked flat and hunting is over.”

A Botanist’s Defense
of the Goldenrod
It's not the Goldenrod.
Goldenrod has heavy
pollen that needs insects
to transport it. It's the
Ragweed that flowers at
the same time. And so
poor Goldenrod gets the
bad rep, but it’s the
Ragweed with its winddispersed pollen that
really makes people
sneeze.

I don’t like the
smell of
Goldenrods; I
always think
of allergies

Below: Two of the Old Field habitat photos
that people viewed in the habitat survey.
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Management Considerations
As noted above, old fields can provide
important habitat for certain native species
and are widely appreciated aesthetically. In
most, but perhaps not all, situations periodic
mowing or brush hogging is probably
necessary to keep them open and relatively
free of woody plants. However, the
frequency of mowing required will likely vary
among fields, and so prior knowledge of
what has worked for a particular field should
definitely be valued.
Absent prior knowledge or if you have an
experimental nature, we would suggest a
two or three year cutting rotation in which
only a half or a third, respectively, of a field is
cut in any one year. In this way, any
overwintering organisms can find
undisturbed refuge in at least part of the
field.

We would recommend cutting in early Spring
before most plant growth has begun or in late
Autumn after most of it has ended. This schedule
produces minimal impact on plant life cycles, and
eliminates or reduces impact on in-field wildlife
such as birds and butterflies. Leaving the seed
heads standing into the winter gives the added
benefit of an ample food source for birds and
small mammals.
Because land management is as much an art as a
science, on-going observation of your field will
be needed to ensure your management goals are
being met. If you can, take monthly pictures of
your field from a constant perspective and get to
know the common plants, birds and butterflies.
Following the abundances of these organisms
will provide insights into the impacts of your
management, although be ready for substantial,
apparently random year-to-year variation –
that’s Nature!

Interact with this Habitat
Old Field Sensory Attunement: Sight
Often we notice only a small amount of what is going on around us in nature. A
sensory attunement exercise is one way to deepen one’s experience of a
habitat, and awaken the senses to new perceptions. When we conduct these
attunement exercises in groups, we often hear surprise at all of the unseen,
unheard, unnoticed aspects of the habitat that come into focus – and the way
that the seemingly familiar suddenly becomes much more unknown and
interesting. For this exercise, we’ll focus on the sense of sight. Read through
the following prompts as you take several minutes to explore an Old Field
through new eyes:
Sight:
• First, try to take in the overall image; move around a little, look up, down and
all around you. Try to see all three dimensions, not just a flat image.
• Notice the quality of the light; the colors, shapes, textures, any patterns that
might present themselves
• Is what you see quite uniform or is there a lot of diversity?
• Do you see any animals?
• Now focus in a little closer: what do you see that wasn’t part of the initial
overall image?

